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In the last decade, the use of Deep Learning (DL) methodologies has made a vast
improvement in the solution of several bioimage analysis tasks such as denoising,
super-resolution, segmentation, detection, tracking, response prediction, or
computer-aided diagnosis [2]. These techniques support automatic image
processing workflows and have demonstrated potential to surpass human-level
performance in common tasks. Consequently, they have a profound impact on the
way life-science researchers conduct their bioimage data analysis [1]. Nonetheless,
the integration of this breakthrough technology into life-science research pipelines
remains still a challenge for the scientific community. Training and evaluating DL
models requires previous programming expertise and technical knowledge about
Machine Learning. Therefore, the transfer of this technology to the daily practice of
life sciences researchers remains a bottleneck. Aware of the latter situation, there
are already some pioneer works that target the very need of making DL solutions
accessible through user-friendly software [3-7]. Moreover, there is an increasing
interest in the bioimage analysis community to teach and learn some general
knowledge about DL and democratize it.



Figure 1: DeepImageJ bridges the gap between Deep Learning (DL) model developers and bioimage
analysts. The model developers train their DL models for bioimage processing tasks and export them
as bundled models. The format of the bundled model allows uploading it to the BioImage Model Zoo.
ImageJ/Fiji users can download any deepImageJ compatible DL model at the BioImage Model Zoo
and use it for their image processing tasks. DeepImageJ Run, the ImageJ/Fiji plugin, guides the user
in a zero-code fashion through the DL bioimage processing workflow: image pre-processing,
prediction, and post-processing are employed as specified by the model developer. The image
pre-and post-processing routines are written in ImageJ macros and the model inference, the main
functionality of DeepImageJ Run, is programmed in Java. However, the user will process the image
with a single click.

We present deepImageJ [8], a user-friendly plugin of ImageJ/Fiji [9, 10] to run trained
DL models in a one-click. This is regardless of the DL models architecture or the task
for which they were trained. DeepImageJ is designed as a standard ImageJ plugin to
deploy DL models through a user-friendly interface. The deepImageJ bundled model
format is subject to the specifications defined in the BioImage Model Zoo
(https://bioimage.io/) which seeks to define DL models in a standard manner, and
hence, contribute to the democratization of DL in the bioimage analysis. This format

https://bioimage.io/


gathers all the technical information provided by the model developer in terms of
image format, shape, pre-and post-processing steps, or tiling strategies. Moreover, it
brings a plain description of the task that the model was trained for and an example
image to test its performance. The deepImageJ interface renders all this information
in a user-friendly fashion so it can guide the user through the application of trained
DL models, Figure 1.

In most cases, the proper use of DL techniques relies on image pre-and
post-processing steps. Indeed, the potential of trained DL models is often exploited
by additional steps such as in StarDist [5], SplineDist [11], DeepSTORM [12], or
DeepWater [13] methods. In deepImageJ, the pre-and post-processing can be
written in ImageJ macros and Java. Furthermore, deepImageJ is macro recordable.
Hence it can be directly connected to any of the standard and sophisticated
bioimage analysis methods available in the ImageJ/Fiji ecosystem, which allows the
integration of DL methodologies into more complex bioimage analysis pipelines. A
straightforward example of the latter is the recent integration of DeepSTORM [12] for
full stacks, DeepWater [13], or Usiigaci [14].

Thanks to the collaboration with the BioImage Model Zoo, life-scientists have access
to a wide range of trained models which can be also fine-tuned with existing
solutions such as ZeroCostDL4Mic [3] or ImJoy [7], and then, used locally with
deepImageJ.

Noteworthiness, deepImageJ has been developed to import TensorFlow (Keras) and
PyTorch models, covering the most extended DL environments among bioimage
processing developers. To the best of our knowledge, deepImageJ is the only
existing solution for the use of generic DL models. Hence, it has the potential to
make available many of the powerful algorithms for microscopy image processing
that are continuously being developed and published, enhancing research. Overall,
we think that deepImageJ fosters a better integration and full exploitation of DL
models.
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